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adherence
The property of sticking together (as of glue and wood) or the joining of
surfaces of different composition.
Adherence to a fat free diet.

allegiance Loyalty or commitment to a superior or to a group or cause.
A complex pattern of cross party allegiances.

authenticity
Undisputed credibility.
The paper should have established the authenticity of the documents
before publishing them.

candid
Characterized by directness in manner or speech; without subtlety or
evasion.
It is better to let the photographer mingle among the guests and take
candid shots.

candor Ability to make judgments free from discrimination or dishonesty.

commitment A pledge or undertaking.
His long commitment to public service.

covenant
An agreement which brings about a relationship of commitment between
God and his people The Jewish faith is based on the biblical covenants
made with Abraham Moses and David.
The landlord covenants to repair the property.

dedication
An inscription or form of words dedicating a building, book, etc. to a
person or deity.
The dedication of a new city church.

devotion Religious worship or observance.
He returned to his devotions.

encyclical
A letter from the pope sent to all Roman Catholic bishops throughout the
world.
An encyclical letter.
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faithfully In a loyal manner.
She translated the novel as faithfully as possible.

faithfulness The quality of being faithful; fidelity.
Faithfulness in marriage.

fealty
The loyalty that citizens owe to their country (or subjects to their
sovereign.
A property for which she did fealty.

fidelity
Accuracy with which an electronic system reproduces the sound or image
of its input signal.
His fidelity to liberal ideals.

frank
Characterized by directness in manner or speech; without subtlety or
evasion.
To be perfectly frank I don t know.

frankly In an open, honest, and direct manner.
Frankly I was pleased to leave.

honesty
A European plant with purple or white flowers and round, flat, translucent
seed pods which are used for indoor flower arrangements.
They spoke with convincing honesty about their fears.

loyalty
The act of binding yourself (intellectually or emotionally) to a course of
action.
They felt no loyalty to a losing team.

piety A belief which is accepted with unthinking conventional reverence.
Acts of piety and charity.

pledge Bind or secure by a pledge.
I pledged 10 a month to my favorite radio station.

posterity The descendants of a person.
We must secure the benefits of freedom for ourselves and our posterity.

righteousness Adhering to moral principles.
We had little doubt about the righteousness of our cause.

sanctity The quality of being holy.
The site of the tomb was a place of sanctity for the ancient Egyptians.

seriousness The quality of arousing fear or distress.
He learned the seriousness of his illness.

sincere Open and genuine; not deceitful.
An entirely sincere and cruel tyrant.

sincerity The absence of pretence, deceit, or hypocrisy.
His sincerity inspired belief.
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troth Truth.
A token of troth.

truthfulness The quality of being truthful.
We have had to judge the truthfulness of the evidence.

undying (especially of an emotion) lasting forever.
His undying fame.

veracity Conformity to facts; accuracy.
Voters should be concerned about his veracity and character.
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